
Proposed Wind turbine @ Inchmore, Drybridge, Buckie with proposed revised position, 97m 
from neighbouring monastery gable wall (closest point) and 39m from highway edge. 
 
 
On each day for 1 week, as agreed by Environmental health department wind and noise 
levels were measured every 10minutes and data noted. 
Measurements are listed on attached files. 
Precision Gold sound level meter N05CC and weather station N96GY were used to collate 
noise levels and wind speeds. 
The noise levels were recorded 49m North of the proposed wind turbine position, at the 
tree line in our own land, bordering the neighbouring monastery building which is a further 
48m away from this point.  The wind speed was recorded at the proposed position of the 
wind turbine, 97m form the monastery gable wall (closest point) and 39m from highway 
edge.  
All measurements were taken with no road traffic passing, no farm animals in the field to 
the West and no activity from neighbours that could have added any extra noise. 
There are trees surrounding the proposed site, to the north bordering the monastery, to the 
south and to the rear (East) previously wooded area which is self-regenerating, with closely 
rooted/dense young trees now >2m tall.   
 
The noise levels from the proposed Kingspan KW6 wind turbine will be below the prevailing 
ambient noise and therefore virtually indistinguishable to a listener in the grounds of the 
monastery which is separated by 20-30m strip of trees & shrubs on the boundary with a 
narrow obstructed line of sight to the proposed position of the turbine. The obstructed line 
of sight is narrow due to the position of Inchmore house, outbuilding (shed/log store) and 
the tree line. 
The ambient noise level is greater than Moray council’s maximum of 38db for all wind 
speeds & directions above 2.7m/s 
 The wind turbines cut in speed (start-up) is 3.5m/s. 
There is also evidence to support that the trees & shrubs positioned at the border will 
reduce noise, a belt of trees and shrubs 15-30m can reduce noise by 6 -10db. 
 
The ambient/background noise above 7m/s is >60db’s and the turbines noise level at 8m/s 
at the monastery 97m away would be approximately 40db (Kingspan Acoustic Noise Levels 
data sheet), considerably lower than the ambient noise levels. 
  
The Kingspan KW6 turbine is a direct drive alternator, no gearbox and is the quietest MCS 
accredited domestic wind turbines of this size and type available on the market. 
 
 



01KW6 782 PLANNING SUPPORT DOCUMENT
KINGSPAN WIND

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
ARCHITECTURE AND ROTOR
Type: Downwind, 360 degrees free yawing
Speed control: Self-regulating
Blades: 3 blades, passive coning and pitch control
Rotor diameter: 5.6m
Rated speed: 11m/s
Rotor thrust: 10kN

GENERATOR
Type: Brushless permanent magnet, direct drive
Output: Grid connect (300v), battery charging (48V)

TOWER
Type: Self-supporting monopole
Hub height: 9m, 11m and 15m (hinged or hydraulic tower)
3.5m x 3.5m x 0.9m (max) Pad Foundation
Root Foundations are also available

WEIGHTS
Wind turbine: 600kg

PERFORMANCE
Cut-in wind speed: 3.5m/s
Max wind speed (survival): Designed to Class 1 (70m/s), Tested 
to Class 2 (59.5m/s)
Rated Power: 5.2kW (at 11m/s measured at hub height)
Peak Power: 6.1kW
RAE: 8,949kWh as certified by TUV NEL (at 5m/s measured at 
hub height)

BUILD MATERIALS AND COLOURS
Frame: Galvanised steel, grey (not visible)
Towers: Galvanised steel, grey
Blades: Glass thermoplastic composite, black, white or grey
Covers: Plastic. 

The following noise map is a declaration of the sound 
power level, including noise slope tested according to BWEA 
standard (29th Feb 2008) which amends IEC 61400-11 for the 
purposes of acoustic testing of small wind turbines.

A full report is available upon request from  
wind.support@kingspan.com

ACOUSTIC DATA
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LOOKUP
W IN D  SPEEDW IN D  SPEED

Wind Speed at 10mWind Speed at 10m

66 7.27.2 8.68.6

6.56.5 8.38.3 8.48.4

6.66.6 77 7.47.4

Wind Speed at 25mWind Speed at 25m

6.96.9 88 9.29.2

7.47.4 8.98.9 9.19.1

7.57.5 88 8.38.3

Wind Speed at 45mWind Speed at 45m

7.77.7 8.78.7 9.69.6

8.28.2 9.49.4 9.69.6

8.28.2 8.88.8 99

YOUR RESULTS FOR AB56 5JB  

For the assumptions behind these figures please visit http://data.encraft.co.uk or http://gateway.encraft.co.uk. Subject to terms and
conditions.
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How loud is a wind turbine
really?

Modern small wind turbines have better insulation, lower rotation
speeds, fewer moving parts, no gearboxes, and more efficient blades
that make them much quieter than their ancestors. Today’s small
wind turbines emit sound that is barely discernible from ambient
noise, even with a decibel (dB) meter. Sound from traffic, rustling
trees, airplanes, and people in fact often sufficiently mask the dull,
low, “white noise” sounds a small turbine can make at certain wind
speeds. Only during short-term events like severe storms or utility
outages do small wind turbines make distinctive sounds, but in these
occurrences ambient sound levels increase as well.

To put this into further perspective, the sound made by the lanyard
clasp on a flagpole line hitting its pole is far more “tonal” and
distinguishable than any sound a small wind turbine makes, and is
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less easily masked by ambient sounds.

Zoning policy should reflect ambient sound levels as well as
occasions where no affected parties are located immediately outside
a property boundary. Therefore, except during short-term events like
storms and utility outages, a small wind system should be installed
and operated such that sound pressure levels do not exceed the
definition of “nuisance noise” as established by existing zoning code.
or at the nearest dwelling, whichever is greater. Sound levels should
always be measured downwind of the turbine to account for the
canceling effect of the sound of the wind itself. If ambient sound
levels exceed “nuisance” levels on certain occasions, such as during
storms, sound level limits of small wind systems should also be given
reprieve during these events which are out of everyone’s control.

Sound waves are diluted with distance

Or, instead of singling out wind turbines in sound regulations, it may
be more fair and administratively simple to use default sound/noise
regulations that apply universally to other objects and appliances in
a community. The small wind section of Wisconsin’s (state-wide)
zoning ordinance, for example, has no mention of sound because its
designers chose to treat small wind turbines equally with other
allowed devices/structures.

Also Keep in Mind

Sound decreases significantly with distance from the source
(including height – another good reason to allow tall towers).
Doubling the distance from the turbine decreases the sound
level by a factor of four. For example, sound level readings at
25ft. from the turbine hub drop by a factor of 4 at 50ft., and by
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a factor of 16 at 100ft. Noise intrusion across a property line
from a turbine that is set back 100ft. or more is typically very
limited.

Turbine manufacturers are keenly aware of the public demand
for quieter machines and have invested in new materials and
designs to minimize sound. As a result, today’s turbines
operate at near-ambient sound levels.

Only a few events or circumstances can cause a normal
operating wind system to become audible, including utility
blackouts (or a full battery bank for those models that
incorporate batteries). Both situations are temporary, and in
many cases (but not all), easily remedied by the owner by
manually shutting down the turbine.

Sound level test data for some turbines is available from the
U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL).7

Requiring certified noise tests for a residential wind system is
unnecessary given the lower sound emissions of today’s
turbines and that sound data is readily available from
manufacturers. Such tests are also beyond the budget of any
homeowner.

“Noise” is a subjective term. Whether a person generally favors
wind turbines or not can determine how he or she views a
single, seemingly objective sound.

The single best way to understand the nature of a turbine’s
sound is to visit an installation site. All turbines are a marginally
different so be sure to visit a location with a similar wind
resource and the same model turbine as is in question.
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